
CVs of the Panel Members at  the 
Russia Conference at Christiansborg 2012

Per  Stig  Møller:  Dr.  Phil.  in  comparative  literature,  formerly  employed  by 
Berlingske Media and the Danish Broadcasting Corporation, associate professor at 
Sorbonne; a member of the Danish Parliament for the Conservative Party since 
1984, has held a number of ministerial offices, e.g. Minister for the Environment, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs (2001-2010), Minister for Culture and Ecclesiastical 
Affairs.  Author of several  works  on literary,  philosophical,  social  and political 
subjects.  

Karsten  Fledelius:  MA,  senior  lecturer  at  Copenhagen  University,  historian, 
media researcher, author and debater, expert on the Balkans and Russia, adviser on 
the history and social conditions of the Balkans in the net edition of the Great 
Danish Encyclopedia, tourist guide, organizer of exhibitions, church grass root, 
since 2005 chairman of the Danish-Russian Association, since 2007 chairman of 
the Danish Helsinki Committee, honorary consul for Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Lars P. Poulsen-Hansen:  MA in Slavonic philology, interpreter and translator, 
adviser on the history and geography of the former USSR in the net edition of the 
Great Danish Encyclopedia, senior research associate at the Danish Institute of 
International  Affairs  (DUPI,  DIIS,  1995-2005).  Author  of  several  books  and 
articles on Russia, Russian history, politics and culture. For many years election 
observer in Russia.

Mikhail  Gennadievich  Delyagin: Dr.  of  Economics,  economic  and  political 
consultant,  founder  and  director  of  IPROG,  an  Institute  for  Globalization 
Problems, author of a great number of books and articles on economy, political 
ideology, globalization, Russia after Putin etc, many of them published in the US, 
Germany, France, Finland, China and India.

Irina  Dubovskaya:  Ph.D.,Moscow State  University,  specialist  in  international 
marketing communication,  post-graduate  program director;  among other  things 
she works with Russia’s image in the West – after the elections and in  recent 
years.

Flemming Splidsboel Hansen: Ph.D. , research coordinator at the Royal Danish 
Defence College, earlier employed at the Central European University at Budapest 
and the University of Copenhagen. His research focuses on e.g.  Russian foreign 
policy,  relations  between Russia  and the West  and projects  on how norms are 
extended from the West to Russia.


